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ABSTRACT

Machine Learning (ML) techniques have allowed a great
performance improvement of different challenging Spoken
Language Understanding (SLU) tasks. Among these meth-
ods, Neural Networks (NN), or Multilayer Perceptron (MLP),
recently received a great interest from researchers due to their
representation capability of complex internal structures in a
low dimensional subspace. However, MLPs employ docu-
ment representations based on basic word level or topic-based
features. Therefore, these basic representations reveal little
in way of document statistical structure by only considering
words or topics contained in the document as a “bag-of-
words”, ignoring relations between them. We propose to
remedy this weakness by extending the complex features
based on Quaternion algebra presented in [1] to neural net-
works called QMLP. This original QMLP approach is based
on hyper-complex algebra to take into consideration features
dependencies in documents. New document features, based
on the document structure itself, used as input of the QMLP,
are also investigated in this paper, in comparison to those
initially proposed in [1].

Experiments made on a SLU task from a real framework
of human spoken dialogues showed that our QMLP approach
associated with the proposed document features outperforms
other approaches, with an accuracy gain of 2% with respect
to the MLP based on real numbers and more than 3% with
respect to the first Quaternion-based features proposed in [1].
We finally demonstrated that less iterations are needed by our
QMLP architecture to be efficient and to reach promising ac-
curacies.

Index Terms— Quaternion, Neural Network, Spoken
Language Understanding, Machine Learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Quaternions are number systems that have been found very
useful to model properties such as rotation that are described
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by a number system. They have found applications in arti-
ficial intelligence domains such as computer graphics, com-
puter vision and recently on spoken language processing [1].
In [1], quaternion features for agent-customer conversations
have been considered for the first time for an NLP task. As
conversations are supposed to evolve according to a proto-
col followed by the agent, quaternions are used to describe
word distributions expected to express possibly different topic
clues in conversation segments. Real-life conversations not
always follow a conversation model with expression of spe-
cific contents in specific segments. Nevertheless, segment de-
pendent quaternions used in [1] have shown to provide inter-
esting topic features compared to whole conversation word
distributions. The type of classification used in [1] is based
on computing the structural distortion between the represen-
tations of two documents. The classification accuracy was
highly dependent on the choice of the reference documents
with which rotation was computed. In order to avoid such
a difficulty, a Quaternion Multi-Layer Perceptron (QMLP)
is proposed as a classifier. The proposed QMLP is a new
formulation applied to natural language processing (NLP) of
an approach to quaternion function approximation introduced
in [2]. Our QMLP makes it possible to alleviate the following
problems mentioned in [3] about the use of just real numbers
in MLP classifiers:

1. Statistical dependencies between input features (word
frequencies or topic-based features) are not completely
captured by real-valued NNs.

2. Topic classification based on real number features is
difficult for large amounts of documents containing dif-
ferent close sub-topics.

3. Tasks such as image recognition or document classifi-
cation have large inputs that are not well characterized
by unstructured real number features.

Conversation classification performance using QMLPs is
expected to exhibit variations depending on how input quater-
nion features are formed. For this reason, this paper also pro-
poses to investigate different pre-processing methods to com-



pare for segmenting documents. These different segmentation
processes show that an adapted choice of features depend-
ing on the document type (dialogues, textual documents, . . . )
makes it possible to improve QMLP accuracies. Furthermore,
quaternion algebra allows us to capture features statistical de-
pendencies with the Hamilton product [4]. This is due to the
multiplication of two rotations, represented by two quater-
nions, following a geodesic over a sphere in the R3 space.
In this way, latent dependencies are related by the Hamil-
ton product with the statistical structure of latent features.
The processing time is also reduced thanks to a limited itera-
tions number required to learn the QMLP models. Therefore,
Quaternion MLP may be used with any kind of inputs to im-
prove NLP systems [2, 5]. The proposed QMLP is evaluated
with the theme identification task of the DECODA corpus [6].
Moreover, the original proposed approach can be employed
in a broad spectrum of artificial intelligence domains such as
computer vision, motion tracking and management [7].

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows: The
proposed Quaternion’s algebra, the QMLP architecture, as
well as the basic concepts of MLPs to understand the differ-
ence with the proposed QMLP are presented in Sections 2
and Section 3. Section 4 details the experimental protocol
while the results obtained are reported in Section 5. Finally,
Section 6 concludes this study and gives some words to the
perspectives.

2. DESCRIPTION OF DOCUMENT FEATURES AND
MULTI-LAYER PERCEPTRON CONCEPTS

A QMLP is proposed in this paper to encode statistical de-
pendencies between features of a document. These features
are used for identifying the dominant theme of the document.
The term “theme” is used to distinguish the conversation top-
ics that are the classification outputs from input features ob-
tained with latent topics. These topics are computed with la-
tent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) that is now briefly reviewed
as well as the basic concepts of MLP.

2.1. Topic-based features from a LDA

Features based on LDA [8] have demonstrated to be useful in
various tasks such as sentences [9] or keywords [10] extrac-
tion. LDA is the basis of a generative model in which words
are represented by mixture probabilities of latent topics.

Several techniques, such as Variational Methods [8],
Expectation-propagation [11] or Gibbs Sampling [12], have
been proposed to estimate the parameters describing the LDA
hidden space. The Gibbs Sampling, reported in [12] and
detailed in [13], is used to estimate LDA parameters and
to represent a new document d in a topic space of size T .
This model extracts a set of features from the topic-based
representation of d. The ith feature is computed as follows:

xid = θ(d,i) (1)

where θ(d,i) = P (zi|d) is the probability of topic zi (1 ≤ i ≤
T) to be produced by the document d in the LDA topic space
of size T .

2.2. Basic Concepts of a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)

Let us consider a MLP made of M layers of nodes whose
number depends on the layer. Let x be the input to a node.
This input is obtained by adding a bias to the convolution
of the outputs of the previous layer with a vector of model
weights. An activation function is used for computing the
output value of a node given its input. Basic operations for
obtaining a node output from the node input and for estimat-
ing model parameters are now reviewed for real valued MLPs
before introducing the corresponding QMLP version.

Activation function
The activation function used during the experiments is the
classical sigmoid function [14]:

α(x) =
1

1 + e−x
(2)

The feed-forward algorithm of the MLP is composed of 3
steps: forward, learning and update phases:

Forward phase
Let Nl be the number of neurons contained into the layer l
(1 ≤ l ≤ M ). θln is the bias of the neuron n (1 ≤ n ≤ Nl)
from the layer l. Given a set of P input patterns xp (1 ≤ p ≤
P ) and a set of labels tp associated to each xp, the output γln
(γ0n = xnp ) of the neuron n from the layer l is given by:

γln = α(Sl
n)

with Sl
n =

Nl−1∑
m=0

wl
nm × γl−1m + θln (3)

Learning phase
The error e observed between the expected outcome t and the
result of the forward phase γ is then evaluated for the output
layer l =M as follows:

eln = tn − γln (4)

and for the hidden layer (1 ≤ l < M ) :

eln =

Nl+1∑
h=1

wl+1
h,n × δ

l+1
h , (5)

The gradient δ is computed with:

δln = eln ×
∂α(Sl

n)

∂Sl
n

where
∂α(Sl

n)

∂Sl
n

= α(Sl
n)(1− α(Sl

n))

(6)



Update phase
When errors between the expected outcome and the result are
computed, the weights wl

n,m and the bias θln have to be re-
spectively updated to ŵl

n,m and θ̂ln:

ŵl
n,m = wl

n,m + εδln × α(Sl
n) (7)

θ̂ln = θln + εδln . (8)

3. PROPOSED QUATERNION MULTI-LAYER
PERCEPTRON AND DOCUMENT SEGMENTATION

This section describes the basic concepts of Quaternion alge-
bra and Quaternion Multi-Layer Perceptron (QMLP) as well
as the proposed well-tailored document segmentation.

3.1. Quaternion algebra

Quaternion algebra Q is an extension of a complex number
uniquely defined in a four dimensional space as a linear com-
bination of four basis elements denoted as 1, i, j,k to repre-
sent a rotation. The element 1 is the identity element of the
vector space. A quaternion Q is written as:

Q = r1 + xi + yj + zk (9)

and represents a relation between the four real numbers
r, x, y, z. In a quaternion, r is its real part while xi + yj + zk
is the imaginary part (I) or the vector part. There is a set of
basic Quaternion properties that are important for the further
QMLP definition:

• all the possible products of i, j and k :

i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1 (10)

• quaternion conjugateQ∗ ofQ is: Q∗ = r1−xi−yj−zk

• quaternion norm: |Q| =
√
r2 + x2 + y2 + z2

• normalized quaternion Q/

Q/ =
Q

|Q|
(11)

• inner product between two quaternions Q = r1 + xi +
yj + zk and Q′ = r′1 + x′i + y′j + z′k is:

〈Q,Q′〉 = rr′ + xx′ + yy′ + zz′ (12)

• Hamilton product⊗ betweenQ = r1+xi+yj+zk and
Q′ = r′1+x′i+y′j+ z′k encodes latent dependencies
between latent features and is defined as follows:

Q⊗Q′ =(rr′ − xx′ − yy′ − zz′)+
(rx′ + xr′ + yz′ − zy′)i+
(ry′ − xz′ + yr′ + zx′)j+
(rz′ + xy′ − yx′ + zr′)k (13)

It performs an interpolation between two rotations fol-
lowing a geodesic over a sphere in the R3 space.

Given a segmentation S = {s1, s2, s3, s4} of a document d ∈
D depending on the document segmentation detailed further
and a set of topics from a LDA z = {z1, . . . , zi, . . . , zT },
each topic zi in a document d is represented by the quaternion:

Qd(zi) = x1d(zi)1 + x2d(zi)i+ x3d(zi)j + x4d(zi)k (14)

where xmd (zi) is the prior of the topic zi in segment sm
of a document d as described in Section 2.1. This quaternion
is then normalized based on equation (11) to obtain the input
Q/

d(zi) of QMLPs.
More about hyper-complex numbers systems can be

found in [15, 16, 17] and more precisely about quaternion
in [18].

3.2. Quaternion Multi-Layer Perceptron (QMLP)

This section details the QMLP algorithm. The QMLP differs
from the real numbers MLP in each learning subprocess and
all elements of the structure (input x, labels t, weights w,
biases b, neuron outputs γ, . . . ) are quaternions:

Activation function
The activation function β is composed with the sigmoid func-
tion α, defined in equation (2), applied to each element of the
quaternion Q = r1 + xi + yj + zk as follow [2]:

β(x) = α(r)1 + α(x)i + α(y)j + α(z)k (15)

Forward phase
As for MLP, let Nl be the number of neurons contained in the
layer l (1 ≤ l ≤ M ) and M be the number of layers of the
QMLP. θln is the bias of the neuron n (1 ≤ n ≤ Nl) from
the layer l. Given a set of P quaternion input patterns xp
(1 ≤ p ≤ P ) and a set of labels tp associated to each xp, the
output γln (γ0n = xnp ) of the neuron n of the layer l is given
by:

γln = β(Sl
n)

with Sl
n =

Nl−1∑
m=0

wl
nm ⊗ γl−1m + θln (16)

Learning phase
The error e observed between the expected outcome y and the
result of the forward phase γ is then evaluated for the output
layer l =M as follows:

eln = tn − γln (17)

and for the hidden layer (1 ≤ l < M ) :

eln =

Nl+1∑
h=1

w∗l+1
h,n ⊗ δ

l+1
h , (18)



The gradient δ is computed with:

δln = eln ×
∂β(Sl

n)

∂Sl
n

where
∂β(Sl

n)

∂Sl
n

= β(Sl
n)(1− β(Sl

n))

(19)

Update phase
When errors between the expected outcome and the result are
computed, the weights wl

n,m and the bias values θln have to
be respectively updated to ŵl

n,m and θ̂ln:

ŵl
n,m = wl

n,m + εδln ⊗ β?(Sl
n) (20)

θ̂ln = θln + εδln . (21)

3.3. Document segmentation

A straightforward quaternion-based segmentation, referred to
later on in this paper as SEG 1, has been proposed in [1].
Such a segmentation considers 4 successive segments of ap-
proximately equal length excluding punctuation and dialogue
turn boundaries. This straightforward segmentation is em-
ployed in this paper only for comparing results obtained with
a more formal model, called SEG UA for User-Agent Seg-
mentation. This model is based on the dialogue internal struc-
ture that separately considers features of customer (i), agent
(j) and the whole dialogue (k).

4. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL

4.1. Spoken Dialogue dataset

The spoken dialogues corpus is a set of automatically tran-
scribed human-human telephone conversations from the cus-
tomer care service (CCS) of the RATP Paris transportation
system. This corpus comes from the DECODA project [6]
and is employed to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
QMLP on a conversation theme identification task. The DE-
CODA corpus is composed of 1, 242 telephone conversations,
which corresponds to about 74 hours of signal. The data set
was split in 8 categories or themes as described in Table 1.

Table 1. DECODA dataset.
Class Number of samples
label training development testing

problems of itinerary 145 44 67
lost and found 143 33 63
time schedules 47 7 18

transportation cards 106 24 47
state of the traffic 202 45 90

fares 19 9 11
infractions 47 4 18

special offers 31 9 13
Total 740 175 327

The LIA-Speeral Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
system [19] is used to extract textual content of dialogues
from the DECODA corpus. Acoustic model parameters were
estimated from 150 hours of speech in telephone conditions.
The vocabulary contains 5,782 words. A 3-gram language
model (LM) was obtained by adapting a basic LM with the
training set transcriptions. This system reaches an overall
Word Error Rate (WER) of 45.8% on the training set, 59.3%
on the development set, and 58.0% on the test set A “stop
list” of 126 words1 was used to remove unnecessary words
(mainly function words) which results in a Word Error Rate
(WER) of 33.8% on the training, 45.2% on the development,
and 49.5% on the test. These high WER are mainly due to
speech disfluencies and to adverse acoustic environments (for
example, calls from noisy streets with mobile phones).

4.2. LDA topic spaces and MLP configurations

Different configurations for both LDA topic spaces to build
input vectors of real (whole document) and quaternion (de-
pending on the document segmentation process) numbers are
performed.
LDA topic spaces configurations
Different LDA models have been learned by varying the num-
ber of topics T from 5 to 100. The LDA models also require
to choose the hyper-parameters α and β that control the topic
distribution in the document and the word distribution in the
topics respectively. The standard heuristic is α = 50

T and
β = 0.01 [12].
MLP and QMLP configurations
The experiments compare 3 Neural Networks with real (MLP,
MLP4) and complex-valued numbers (QMLP). Each neural
network has 8 hidden nodes in a single hidden layer :

1. Classical MLP with a set of T features (T = number
of topics in the LDA space) as input and 8 outputs cor-
responding to the number of themes contained in the
DECODA corpus.

2. Our QMLP architecture with inputs from vectors of
T quaternions composed of the prior of each topic
in the user (xi), agent (yj) and whole document (zk)
part respectively to compose the imaginary part of
the quaternion (such as image processing task with
R(xi)G(yj)B(zk) color code) while the real part r is set
to 0. During training, all the coefficients of the output
quaternion corresponding to the annotated theme are
set to 1 and the coefficients of all the other quaternions
are set to zero.

3. For fair comparison, a MLP with the ijk parts (the
xy and z numbers presented in Equation (14)) of the
QMLP concatenated called MLP4 to compose an input
vector for a MLP of the same size of the quaternion is

1http://code.google.com/p/stop-words/



build to evaluate the impact of the Hamilton product
during the learning process.

5. RESULTS

The reported results are from a k-fold (k = 10) for a ro-
bust and convincing comparison between the different doc-
ument segmentation pre-processes as well as different MLPs
(real and quaternion values). Figure 1 reports the accuracies
obtained during the theme identification task of spoken dia-
logues with the MLP, MLP4 and QMLP models from SEG 1
(a) and (b), and SEG UA (c) and (d) respectively. Table 3
sums up accuracies obtained with the SEG 1 document seg-
mentation while Table 4 presents results with the proposed
well-tailored to dialogue SEG UA document segmentation.

5.1. Document segmentation pre-processes

Two different document segmentations to build input vectors
for QMLP are proposed: 1) SEG 1 is a straightforward seg-
mentation based on the number of words contained in the dia-
logue with no consideration of the dialogue structure has been
proposed in [1]. This representation is based on the topic prior
in the four parts of the document (each part contains the same
number of words); 2) SEG UA is a proposed more appropri-
ate segmentation in regards to the dialogue internal structure.
The quaternion representing a topic of the LDA model, con-
tains the prior of this topic for the user (xi), the agent (yj),
and for the whole document to catch the general theme of this
document (zk).

Model Segmentation Mean Test Improve. with SEG 1
[1] SEG 1 73.9 –

MLP SEG 1 75.46 –
MLP4 SEG 1 74.63 –
QMLP SEG 1 74.84 –
MLP SEG UA 76.01 +0.55
MLP4 SEG UA 77.06 +2.43
QMLP SEG UA 78.05 +3.21

Table 2. Accuracies in % during the theme identification task
with the SEG 1 and SEG UA document segmentation pro-
cesses with the first spoken features of Quaternion [1].

The first remark is that the results obtained and reported
in Table 2 with the proposed document segmentation well-
tailored to dialogue structure (SEG UA) outperform those
from the straightforward segmentation (SEG 1) process re-
gardless of the Neural Network employed with a gain of
about 2 and 3 points (last column in Table 2) for MLP4 and
QMLP respectively. The difference observed for the MLP for
these two document representations is due to the MLP ini-
tialization process and the 10-fold employed, but are roughly
equivalent (less than 0.6% of difference). Moreover, the gain
observed for the QMLP (3.2 points) is greater than the one

obtained with the MLP4 (2.4 points). This is mainly due to
the fact that the imaginary coefficients of the same quaternion
encode feature dependencies of SEG UA that are not captured
by MLP4. It is also worth emphasizing that the accuracies
reached by the MLP and QMLP models are more robust with
the SEG UA segmentation as reported in Figure 1. Indeed,
accuracies shown by the curves (a) and (b) for the SEG 1 doc-
uments segmentation decrease with LDA models containing a
number of topics T greater than 70. This does not appear with
the proposed SEG UA (curves (c) and (d) in Figure 1). We
also separately evaluated topic-based representations of users
and agents, and obtained a maximum accuracy for the test of
66% and 73.5% for the customer and agent turns respectively.
Furthermore, with SEG UA data and the number of topics be-
tween 40 and 45, very high accuracies are observed with the
DEV corpus as well as with the TEST corpus. This makes
it possible to use the DEV results for predicting the number
of topics with which the maximum accuracy is reached with
the TEST. These results confirm that separate features for the
agent are effective to characterize the fact that the agent task
is to focus conversations to a specific theme.

5.2. QMLP vs. MLP

It is worth underlying first that QMLP obtains better perfor-
mances with the SEG UA than the MLP and MLP4 with a
gain of 2 and 1 points respectively for the Mean Test between
all topic models (T from 5 to 100) as shown in Table 4. This
remark is also checked for the best accuracy on the develop-
ment set as well as for the maximum accuracy for the test set.

Model Max Dev. Max Test Mean Test Epochs
[1] 82.2 73.9 73.9 –

MLP 84.79 77.50 75.46 965.5
MLP4 83.27 77.23 74.63 154.2
QMLP 84.44 76.79 74.83 81.2

Table 3. Accuracies in % during the theme identification task
with the SEG 1 document segmentation and with the first spo-
ken features of Quaternion [1].

The initial intuition behind this study, that the QMLP will ob-
tain better results since the features extracted from the docu-
ment are suitable for the quaternion representation, is verified.
Indeed, Table 3 and Figure 1 (a)-(b) show that QMLP hardly
reaches equivalent accuracies of the MLP and MLP4, with a
non-relevant document segmentation that reveals little in way
of features dependencies in the document. One can easily
point out that the number of iterations is smaller (by far) dur-
ing the learning process of the QMLP, compared to MLP: 7
times quicker for the SEG UA and 12 times for SEG 1. Al-
though the processing time is a little bit longer with SEG UA
for QMLP, this document segmentation enables this latter to
yield better performances.
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(d) SEG UA on Test
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Fig. 1. Accuracies in % obtained by varying the number of topics T in the LDA models for the MLP, MLP4 and QMLP models
with the SEG 1 (a)-(b) and SEG UA (c)-(d) document segmentation processes.

Model Max Dev. Max Test Mean Test Epochs
MLP 84.65 78.09 76.01 882.9
MLP4 85.23 79.57 77.06 285.3
QMLP 85.51 80.06 78.05 122.3

Table 4. Accuracies in % during the theme identification task
with the SEG UA document segmentation.

Overall, the proposed QMLP catches internal dependen-
cies since the document internal structure is well-coded to
build input vectors of quaternions. This is due to the fact
that the QMLP algorithm reveals the interpolation between
quaternion, and thus, between topics in the document.

6. CONCLUSION

We proposed an original framework based on Quaternion
algebra and Neural Networks for real-life document process-
ing. This representation takes advantage of well-segmented
documents while MLP fails to extract internal structure based
on features dependencies. Both real-valued and quaternion-
valued multi-layer perceptrons are compared during a com-
mon theme identification task of spoken dialogues. The

results obtained demonstrate that our quaternions MLP
(QMLP) reduces the number of epochs needed during the
learning process alongside to give a better accuracy than the
classical MLP. Moreover, the initial intuitions that: 1) docu-
ment segmentation is crucial to build robust features and 2)
Hamilton product allows the QMLP to reveal document topic
statistical dependencies have been demonstrated.

The future work will consist in firstly propose a GPU
implementation for QMLP in order to minimize both pro-
cessing time (CPU) and computation time (GPU). Then,
Deep Quaternion Neural Networks will be investigated with
the purpose of truly expose the full potential of both Hamil-
ton product and deep neural structures. Then, as shown
above, document segmentation is a critical issue while using
quaternion-based models. Thus, we will investigate different
relevant document representations based on topics and words
to reveal latent information and relations. Furthermore, it
will be interresting to compare our QMLP to convolutional
and recurrent NN respectively described in [20] and [21]
which have recently been very successful to capture such
latent observations.
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